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plays will be presented tonight
An evening of one-aand tomorrow night at 8:15 in Scott Auditorium. The two
plays are the winners of the recent one-ac- t
play contest. Tickets will be on sale at the door lor 50 cents.

Layman

Below are two summaries oi we
and Robin Darrell) , who constitute
student plays.
the modern logos, along with a
The Museum Scene, by Gary azz combo playing
improvisations
Houston, may be called a melo- o Moussorgsky's Pictures at an
dramatic vignette in surrealistic Exhibition and a projection of El
form. It is the brief story of a Greco s View
of Toledo. Hence,
young man who meets an old he play, directed by H. Harvey
from his childhood.
Tilden, has an overall surrealistic
The girl, highly affected in her effect.
sophistication, desires an intellecBob Tiew's The Artist and the
tual and emotional maturity poscultivation
the
through
Activist
sible only
announces its central
"maconflict in its title. The action un
of relationships with more
man,
The
young
folds in the Rainbow Cafe, owned
people."
ture
inordinate
with
by the Negro Ralph Small (Don
idealizing the girl
passion, is rejected in favor of an Roark) . It is the winter afternoon
egregiously flamboyant and ver- of a civil rights march in a rural
towards Mississippi town. The dramatic
bose
whom the girl feels infinite admir- confrontation between Hugh Beck
ridge ( bary Houston ) , the no- ation and attraction.
writer still laboring
Aside from the laughter which longer-younfirst
only novel, and
and
this particular production inevit- on his
ably will evoke, the melodrama Lionel Keil (Bryan Dunlap), the
should gain the audience's reflec- ardent revolutionary from Brook
tive sense of humor, though not lyn, is only the particular instance
necessarily its sympathy for the of a larger conflict. In Beckridge's
young man. Such reflection may mind, the opposition between the
contain the memory of an adoles seer and the doer finds a cosmic
cence in which the romantic point context. A renegade among the
of view brought certain illusions Southern gentry, Beckridge accepts
about people and situations into and appreciates the Negro people
being. Scott, the romantic adoles
CCA-WR- A
cent (plaved by Thomas Clarke)
VOTE TALLY
visualizes a certain scene involving
Pete Herndon and Gary
himeslf and the girl, Mary (Ann Tyack were elected president
Cline), taking place at 2:30 p.m
of the CCA
and
in the New York Metropolitan
in a campus election Tuesday
Museum of Art, and though the and Wednesday. Herndon ran
unexpected occurs, the reality is unopposed, while Tyack destill dominated by bcott s own pre
feated Tom Hammer in a runconceived notions. The reality is off.
explainable to Scott, subconscipus-lv- ,
The Women's Recreation
in terms of divine intervention:
Association constitution won
we see Satanic implications in the approval by a vote of 442
antics of a museum Attendant and Yes, 20 No.
the Counter Girl (Tom Dawson

Smith
Bradley

Brynelson Seeks Student
Role In Policy Decisions
by Larry Hanawalt
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Survey Relates Job

Success To College
AcademicStandings
Depending on your current
academic standing, you'll eith

er be heartened or sobered by
a discovery revealed in the
Reader's Digest. It is that in a
study of 17,000 men working for
a leading industrial company, sue
cess in college was the most reli
able indicator of success in a
career.
The company that made the
study is one of the nation's largest,
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. In the Digest article A.
T. & T. Board Chairman Frederick
R. Kappel says that of the men in
the top third of their classes at
college, 45 percent were also in the
third of the company.
At the other end of the scale, 40
percent of those in the lowest third
of their schools were also in the
lowest third in salary.

and the student activists trying to
help them, but he does not share
their zealous hope for a social
revolution. His stoical acceptance
of the unchanging transitory con
dition of life is integral to his
sense of vocation. To observe and
write honestly, he feels that he
must maintain some detachment
from the turbulence of the temporal world in order to preserve
contact with the world of imagination. The play's central conflict becomes the spiritual crisis Beckridge experiences, torn between a
moral and an esthetic obligation.
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232

The significance of these findings is apparent. "More and more,
says the telephone company chief,
"these statistical guidelines dispose
us to look within the top half of
the college class for the individuals
to whom we will offer career opportunities."
.

While there are exceptions,
nevertheless we must be concerned with relative probability,"
Kappel writes. "When you hire a
man, your bet is
demonstrated
already
that a drive
will be sustained."
high-scholarshi-

p
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566
359

"Communication," "contact" and "cooperation" are
tried and true campaign cliches; these somewhat nebulous
concepts enjoyed a prominent position in the platforms of
eacn candidate tor oijA omce in the recent election. Equipped
wun a aesire 10 separate campaign
rhetoric from intentions and ex
pectations, this reporter conducted
an interview with President-elec- t
Wade Brynelson on the day of his

pus social life, he indicated that
he would "spend a sizeable pro
448
231
217
portion of hb personal time and
284
118
166
effort dealing with policies affect
211
125
86
Hagerty
ing the educational and intellecelection.
The central thrust of Wade Bry tual, as well as the social life of
267
267
Kentv
xxx
nelson's student government philo- the campus."
182
182
xxx
Johnson
Communication
sophy aims at a creative interac
Brynelson
emphasized during
VP - WAB
tion among members of the
the
interview
the fact that "the
516
516
xxx
Eagleton
faculty, the administrative hierarchy, and the student body in Legislature decides where every
Amendment: Yes 813, No 49
discussing and formulating policies single penny of the SGA budget
Tuesday.
Brown defeated Griswold, 430-27in a run-of- f
of mutual concern. This concept goes." Returning again to the idea
Rosie Capps was elected Color Day Queen. Dannie Peacoe
is embodied by the Student- - of communication, he observed
will be Maid of Honor.
Faculty Relations Committee, Com- that "the legislator must be the
munications Committee, and joint key person in SGA workings,
sessions of the Educational Policy though he has been shirking his
Committee; these committees, ac- representative responsibilities. In
cording to Brynelson, "are the an effort to increase direct com
ones leading Wooster in the right munications between the SGA and
the student tody, Brynelson prodirection.
A number 'of students have poses that he, his Cabinet, and
questioned the ability of Brynelson chairmen of standing committees
by John Ryan
or the SGA to influence such areas make more public statements,
o
independent-DemB.
narrowly
defeated
Stokes,
Carl
as the hiring, firing, and tenure through the VOICE and chapel
cratic candidate in the recent Cleveland mayoralty race, of faculty members, admissions presentations, on immediate issues.
Brynelson
that the
spoke at a College N A ACP meeting in the Library Lecture policies, operation of the student President andmaintains
Cabinet
lead
must
union, the procurement of a career
Room Monday evening. The congressman's topic was "A New counselor,
chapel and lecture poll the way, initiate, advise, propose,
Thrust for Civil Rights."
while the Legislature must queshas been twice elected Attorney cies, and appraisal by outside ex
tion, consider, and decide, in adStokes traced the history of the
General of Massachusetts, as an perts of academic, financial and
mindition to airing student opinion.
political emergence of various
example of Negroes being elected campus affairs of the campus
ority groups to illustrate the evo- for abilities and not on racial These areas received specific at- He holds that only student interest
lution now coming to Negroes. He grounds. Brooke, a Republican, tention in Brynelson's platform. can produce representative policy
decisions, suggesting that past
retold how the Germans and the
survived the Democratic slate He maintains that the SGA cannot
and
U.S.
have been too easily
the
Legislatures
immigrated
to
Irish
headed by Ted Kennedy which force the College into a position in
Concernswayed by the recommendations
got involved in politics.
had the full power of the late such areas, but rather must chaning the Irish, Mr. Stokes pointedly President's office and the money nel student concern in a structural of the President and Cabinet, and
commented that, "If there ever was of the Kennedy family behind it. way to produce more intermeshing have been unrepresentative of
prostitution of government, it was He also emerged as the only Re of student, faculty, and adminis campus opinion.
Chapel Evaluation
the Irish who did it up in Mas- publican
state official of Massa trative gears.
Brynelson envisions a stuWade
suggested
sachusetts." Mr. Stokes
Brynelson elaborated upon this
elected in the 1964
be
chusetts
to
that as the minority groups im- election when the Johnson sweep point, asserting that
we can dent government which does not
they
pit SGA against Administration,
economic
status,
proved their
brushed all other Republican can achieve little by bullying anybody ;
moved out of the realm of politics didates aside. Mr. Brooke is now students must meet with the Presi- Faculty, Board of Trustees, or
and into the professional fields of running for the U. S. Senate with dent on a regular basis, with Trus President of the College; he enprivate enterprises.
tees whenever a member sets foot courages an approach which would
full support from his party.
on campus, and with the faculty allow students to participate in disIt is now the Negroes' turn to
Law
Enforcement
whenever it or one of its commit cussions and decisions on policies
manifest their assimilation through
'There are presently laws on the tees is concerned with student and issues involving the entire
the political process. Representa
tive Stokes pointed out that while books which protect the rights of life." The student body President campus community. Among his
his campaign was receiving so citizens; the job now is to elect to elect suggests that in addition to immediate concerns, for instance,
much national publicity, only be- office those people who will enforce SGA personnel, many students not is an evaluation of the chapel
cause it was taking place in the and implement these laws," said serving in SGA positions, parbcu program its goals and current
be asked to speak status.
eighth largest city of the nation, Stokes. He also stressed that as larly seniors,-wil- l
Advocating with Jim McHenry
there many similar political situa- Negroes are assimilated into the candidly in advising, convincing,
"a
decrease in quantity and an
tions all over the nation, but with total community, the object will and "encouraging like heck"
increase
in quality," Wade probe to elect candidates who will faculty, Board, and Administra
Negroes getting elected.
poses to bring the chapel matter
He traced this trend from at address themselves to the issues of tive action in areas of campus con
before the Student-Facult- y
Relaleast five years ago. Stokes used making government an effective cern.
Committee,
where students,
When asked to comment on the tions
Edward Brooke, the Negro who instrument of the people. Along
faculty
members
and
administrathese same lines, he said that a relative importance of the SGA
alike
participate
tors
can
in evalu
person should not run just be concerns, Brynelson replied that
the SGA should concern itself ating and recommending. This
cause he is a Negro, but because
he can do the best job. Race is in all areas of student involve- process lies at the heart of Wade
not the only issue, asserts Stokes; ment." While acknowledging that Brynelson's conception of campus
flVchve government is the only a large proportion of the budget government.
real issue.
will no doubt be devoted to cam
VP-MA-
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The Ohio League of College Young Republicans will hold its
regional meeting ioniorrow here at Wooster. All Wooster students
are invited to attend the keynote address by Roger Cloud, State Auditor, which will take place in the lower TUB at 10 a.m. Mr. Cloud
will speak on reapportionment and state issues in the coming campaign. All club members and students who wkh to become members
which will follow.
are invited to the luncheon and work-shoIt was announced today that Daniel S. Mitchell, a junior
psychology major, will present a paper based on his junior I.S. to
the Midwestern Psychology Association Convention in Chicago on
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JUST ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO (almost) the first
the UNIVERSITY VOICE rolled "hot off the presses,"

'JP.
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664
314

TREASURER
Brown
Griswold

d

Another discovery made in the
survey was that extracurricular activities in college bore little relationship to career success. "It is
only real campus achievement that
seems to have significance,' says
Kappel. "Mere participation in exdoes not."
tracurricular goings-o-

"
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issue of

and was

Francis Pearson ('85) and Thomas
scrutinized by its
McConkey ('85). For the first few years of publication, the
editors owned as well as operated the VOICE, and the consequent question of solvency may explain the rather apprehensive countenances of Frank and Tom.
co-edito- rs,

Richard T. Gore will give a recital of compositions by
Bach Sunday evening. He will be accompanied by
Sebastian
Johann
the Wooster Chorus and soloists. Thursday evening the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra will give their final concert of the season.
CCA auction is taking off again
Fasten your seat belts-th- e
TONIGHT with a fabulous array of offerings from faculty, students
and merchants. Auctioneers are Dr. Logan, Dr. Multer and Dr.
Calhoun. Be there in the Church House at 7:30 p.m. and then
stay for a sock hop afterwards.
Senior Jim Brown has been named a Danforth Graduate Fellow. Over 2,000 college seniors were nominated for the 120 fellowships throughout the nation. Jim Evans was awarded an honorable
mention.
The College community was saddened to hear that Dr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Covert, parents of Ellen Covert, were both killed in the
tragic crash of a commercial airplane at Tokyo airport last week.
Ellen was a sophomore at the College last year and. now attends Wisconsin. Her home address is Box 69, Meadowbrook, Pennsylvania.

Father Charles Sheety, Dean
of the College of Arts and
Letters and Chairman of the
Department of Religion at
Notre Dame, will speak in
Westminster Church Sunday

morning, Chapel Monday
morning, and will lead a
panel discussion on birth control Monday at 8 p.m. In the
Church House. The panel will
consist of Father Sheety,

Jenny, Dr. Balrd and a

Dr.
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Tonights VOICE marks the end of the road for the
current crew of editors, most of whom will hang up their
battered typewriters and go their respective ways, leaving
behind a wealth of memories and experiences.
Twenty-thre- e
issues ago when we assumed our position
we wrote editorially
wooster is a good school with
a potential for greatness. We would never have accepted our
positions if we did not have a deep respect for Wooster, its
ideals, and the future of the liberal arts. We will criticize
out of a sincere feeling of concern, not just to sensationalize
or fill up space.
Those words were written 11 months ago, and, in retro
spect, we feel we have lived up to our goal and believe our
opinion of Wooster holds up. This college is not a great
college, despite the boasts of some who would attach appellations such as "The Princeton of the
to Wooster.
Nevertheless, students all too frequently go to the other extreme in degrading this place. Both attitudes are unrealistic.
will not go down in annals
The college year 1965-6as one of the finest Wooster has ever had. While many productive ideas, programs, and personalities have brightened
the landscape, quite a few events have soured students, faculty,
and administrators alike. Many of these events were inevitable, others were not.
The editors of this newspaper have filled these columns
week after week with what we have considered to be pertinent information about affairs which concern the students.
At times, we have failed in our endeavor. Yet in retrospect
we're proud of what has been done this year.
If nothing else, we feel the VOICE has become a little
bit more relevant to students by not shirking issues and by
offering a soap-boto those with opinions and the desire to
articulate them. This year has seen a virtual flood of
on topics as varied as the scope of faculty-studen- t
interests on this campus. The volume of these letters is a
welcome sign. Perhaps the fabled Wooster apathy isn't quite

...
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letters-to-the-edit-

or

as dense as some suppose.
It has been our constant goal this past year to give you,
the reader, all the facts at our command. If in our eagerness
to relay this information we sometimes stepped on a few toes
or opened doors to hitherto unexplored caves on this campus,
we have few regrets. That's what a newspaper is all about.
The VOICE takes great pleasure in announcing the appointment of Don Kennedy to the post of
Don
succeeds Steve Avakian, whose term as editor expires with
tonight's issue. A complete list of the new staff will be in
the next edition of the VOICE on April 15.
editor-in-chie- f.

What's the Count?

Procrastination

lib-Sty-

le

by J. Arthur Seaman
One of the real demands of adapting to your environment is being able to procrastinate within it. Now if you
spend more than one half hour in the Lib. you must be able
to adjust to this environment. Lately one of the best ways
nas ceen to Dnng a pet into the
building with you. Dogs, cats, anything will do.
A better way is to invent games
to do with books, Try and find a
book that Dr. Lowry checked out
when he was a
student here. Or
a variation on
this game is to
find a book that
was checked in
a given year
say 1927. Try
to find

a

book

that has never
.been checked
.out. I'll give you
Seaman
a clue this is
easier to find than you might
think.
Other games consist of finding
and looking at books. This is not
to be confused with reading books.
In this little diversion you open
the front cover of any book and
see if it was given to the college
by any foundation. If it wasn't,
see if it was given by any friend
of the author or better yet by the
author. Recently I discovered a
whole shelf of books that were
probably the source of amusement
for some prankster. On the inside
cover of each book was inscribed
in the same identical hand: "To
my dear friend (the name of any
faculty member)" and then signed

r

by the author. Sometimes the
books were from the 1840's and
occasionally they were even older.
I sincerely doubt that Dr. Qare- son personally knew Sophocles.
One of the benefits of this came
and others like it is that you often
hnd books that you might like to
read. Needless to say this offers
even greater procrastination possibilities. Just last week I found
one of the most interesting and
worthless boks of all time.
It was about a man named Alexander Foum who migrated to the
USA from Poland in the year
1867. He set up business and prospered very early. With his newly
acquired wealth he attempted to
collect every dime made by the
U. S. mints. After 15 years a Federal Judge restrained, him with a
court order. It seems that his
courageous collecting was creating
a serious shortage of dimes in
this country.
Eventually Mr. Foum settled
down to open a dime museum that
contained only dimes. He had accumulated over one million dimes
in 15 years. He arranged these
dimes by year in large frames in
his museum. A little less than two
years after he opened his little
museum thieves stole every penny
he had in coins. He died shortly
later in the year 1915.

COMPLETE TUX OUTFITS

RENTALS

To the Editor:

"Ignorance is bliss; total
ignorance is total bliss."
Mohammud Ali
So I was just sitting there as
usual, just sitting playing earnestly
with my pen knife on the table
top, thinking about what to put in
my next article. Something on the
state of Christianity, maybe. I've
done a lot of thinking about that
recently, most of it quite original.
Then this guy came in. I could
tell right away that he was really
weak. He had on this stocking cap
with a tassel on it and he wore
pants. What a flake.
Naturally he sauntered over to my
table. He was carrying a large
book. I could barely make out the
title in the dim light. Bartlett's
Familiar Quotations. I just couldn't
believe it.
Well, this guy sorta peered at
me, then he recognized me and
smiled. "Why it's C. Courtney
Comstock, the newspaper man,
he said. What are you doing?"
Kevismg bhakespeare,
I an
swered pleasantly. "Oh, uh .
Oh!" he said. Then changing the
subject, "Well, how's life?" Na
turally, this question evoked a few
sordid responses in my mind, but
I said merely, "You are perhaps
referring to the quality of my exis
tence in the
give and
take of things?"
Sure," he said, then after a
pause, "oh forget it." I guess maybe he didn't understand.
So I began to plav with mv Den
knife again, looking at the table.
The guy was just sitting there,
when suddenly, he pulled out these
knitting needles and some yarn
from his coat. I must admit this
shocked me for a moment. But I
managed to keep my composure.
Finally he said, "I'll bet you think
it's kinda wierd me doing this
here and you with all those cuts."
Do what you want, I said, bo
what." "Huh? Oh. iust another
stocking cap. They're great fun."
"Huh.'" 1 said. "Uh, you don't, 1
mean vou don't reallv take that
speech never mind, I'd better go,
I think I left an essav burning."
Burning.' he said, unable to ap
preciate the subtlety of this metaphor. "Yes," I said, "on fire to be
writ, so to speak."
Oh, you must mean flaming,"
he said. I didn't know what he
meant. Must have been something
trom that book he brought. Say,
he called to me on my way out.
"You've left your scout knife
here." "My scalpel," I said. I went
to get it. He was studying the ton
of the table. "Say," he said, "you
didnt carve that t in the table
top, did you?" "That F stands for
Freedom," I said indignantly. I
don't know what sort of interpretation his primitive mind mieht
have conjured for it.
"Oh," he said, "Wait a minute.
Here, this is your book, I think.
I found it in the Lib." "Y-yo-u
surer" 1 said. "Mine?" I looked.
It was. "In the Lib? You sure it
wasn't even in the shack?" "I
never go to the shack." I decided
it was best to leave. The conver
sation was going badly. He held
up the book. Don t you want it?
"Keep it," I said. "Maybe you'll
want it to be a writer some day."
Dave Bateman

for Proms and Social Affairs, all the Newest
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ment of some rules has affected
someone personallv in the student
body. We students tend to be a
little too ready to make such
charges against the administration,
in my opinion. If this be true, it
is our failing to treat the members of the administration as hu
man individuals. Nevertheless. I
feel the problem of impersonal
treatment must be recognized.
In the broader context, this im
personal handling can be seen
most clearly in the misuse of the
whole system of ID cards. Why
:lo the dining halls, at least when
the supervisors are near, require
that a card be shown at everv
meal, especially after we have been
eating meal after meal at that same
dining hall? Is it too much to ask
for at least a shrug of recognition
after a month, if not a smile?
Why cannot the ladies in linen
service trust us to give them the
number of our ID cards at least
after a semester has passed?
Finally, the library: why do the
ibrarians feel the need to punish
the campus en masse for the
pranks of a few students? Of
course, here we must realize that
he entire blame cannot fall on
the librarians or the administra-ion for the impersonal handling
of such a situation. We students,
for our part, are guilty of misusing
the library to the extent that we
make of it a play center. We unduly react against the librarians'
discipline and thus treat them impersonally ourselves. I would hope
that we all could learn from our
past mistakes, be a little more
tolerant, and act the part of mature adults in a college community. It is only insofar as we all
treat each other as "persons" (students, faculty, administration, librarians, and service personnel)
that we can ever hope to give
meaning to our purpose as a
"Christian college."
D. Robert Sanderson

Who's Running?
by Deane Calhoun
Thus the campus once again lapses into another election-weeand soddenly picks its way out. The candidates marched
rigidly onto the Chapel stage, then rose either resplendent
in confidence or cloaked in nervousness
to propose what
ever could be formulated for a

k

dates' ability to dress and apply
delivery. After
the final applause they retreated makeup for a debate.
for
One might think that all of
poster-makinpar
ties, the Wooster equivalent of the candidates were running for
Color Day Queen, if one listens to
kissing babies.
the "political discussions" running
e
they have already
about. Students seem to think that
purged friend and foe of issues,
ideas, or any unique contributions appearance is of prime importfit to run off by the thousand on ance, not realizing that 98 percent
long sheets of white, yellow or blue of the cabinet's work is done in
paper. Indeed, as one enters his very small groups, where contridorm room he
butions are made through verbis apt to be conalized perception and thinking rafused for a mother than deftness in dress and
3
ment, thinking
seeming
composure while reading
that he has tak2.
i
2
a
speech.
t '
I
,
en the wrong
turn (which is
The Way They Looked
entirely possible
How much easier it is to discuss
4
as campaign
the obvious, no matter how irreleposters cover all
it is to the campaign issues.
vant
Deane
familiar land
How simple to elaborate felaciously
marks) and has somehow landed
second-hanheresay, while how
on Fifth Avenue in the midst of on
it is to discover
a ticker-tapparade, as large confethe
development
of ideas which
tti-like
platforms flip slowly in
the
candidates
are contesting. Inthe draft.
deed, in the past four years I have
seen
a dichotomy in the camCandidates have been forced ins
to these
because paigns; the candidates are debatfew
so
voters have responded to ing on one level while the students
the appeal of lhere will be a are "discussing" on a far different
debate between the presidential plane. It is much like expounding
material on a
candidates this Sunday night" on already-teste- d
(last year 12 showed up) or the new exam, irrelevant 'though the
V.P.'s candidate's plea "Discuss material may be, you had neither
and question my platform this Sat- the time nor will to learn what
urday" (0 interested students would have been applicable!
came) . One could easily infer that
There are a few erudite souls,
there are no interested students, however, who do make an effort
to
light otmmthe above and the discuss intelligently. There
in 1st
simply
stepped-ounread platforms, many comes a time when the
campaign
evenutally destined to have I.S.
issues cannot be avoided, as the
typed on their backs.
registered voters stand elbow-to- elbow busily brushing their teeth
Easy Rut of Complaining
while faced with a
d
If this inference is correct, then mirror. "Well, what do you
why the swelling personal criticism Ihink?" "I use Crest." "No, about
and growing petty complaints as the elections." "They're not until
the elected fulfill their term? Why '68, and I'm a Dem " "I
mean,
the reluctance to discover what a campus elections
haven't you
candidate really proposes and his; read about them?" "Oh. those!
potential of ability to carry it out Well I saw them on television, but
before the election, rather than how did they look in Chapel?"
slipping into the easy rut of super-- : "Oliver's tie didn't match his
final, ignorant complaining about socks, Eunice giggled too much
a candidate you never took the and Mortimer read the wrong
responsibility to get to know, be- speech. McKinley kept his hands
yond his "image"? In light of the in his pockets the whole time, but
importance placed on appearance Lhauncey gestured so much that
I imagine in the U.S. presidential he hit his opponent.
I'm erainc to
elections we will join the 1960 vote for Harry." "Why?" "He
masses and judge on the candi didn't show up at all."
one-to-three-min-

ute

last-minu- te
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To the Editor:

The student body is much indebted to the entire VOICE staff
for the past year. Steve Avakian
deserves special appreciation for
the outstanding job he has done.
The editorial staff raised issues
and followed them through. The
position of VOICE editor must often be grueling and thankless; a
conscientious editor must take
stands which often place him in
an uncomfortable position before
faculty, administration, and stuPlan for Paths
dents alike. I hope students will
To the Editor:
express their appreciation for the
The problem of student-createstaff's efforts and accomplishments.
paths which has been the cause of An
aware and concerned VOICE
concern for the SGA and the ad- plays an integral role
in the life
ministration would be alleviated of the Wooster
campus.
if the College would realize that
Jim O'Brien
students, being the intelligent animals that they are, generally take
the most direct route to and from
classes, meals, the library, etc.
Walks, then, should be built in
accordance with student use. Other
Published weekly by the students of The College of Wooster during the school
year.
colleges have had path problems
Upimons expressed m editorials and features are those of the students and should
be
not
and have solved them in this man
construed as representing administration policy.
ner.
Ietters t0 the editor- - Address all correspondence to the
TrrkTJi!?isnWSpapfrJvelcomeL8iSned
Ann Strong
VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second class
Impersonal Handling
matter in
Office, Wooster, Ohio.
the
Post
To the Editor:
It may sound
STEPHEN AVAKIAN, Editor-inrChihackneyed and trite, but there is
RONWIRICK
Associate Editors
DON KENNEDY
a reason for the complaints offered
CHRIS WELLONS, Business Manager
BARB BOYCE, Newsfeature Editor
by students that Wooster fails to
SUSAN STRANAHAN, Exchange Editor
live up to its Christian commitROBB REINKER, Advertising Manager
ment to be concerned for each
SUE VAIL, First Page Editor
TIM KRAMER, Photography Editor
individual as a person. Many times
MIKE HUTCHISON, Sports Editor
ALICE BIEBEL, Circulation Editor
the blame for this impersonal reReporters: Janis Teal, Sara Bradley, Diane Yunck, Carl Pulvermacher, Josh Stroup,
lationship is placed on the halRon
lowed bricks before stately Galpin
Wallace, Larry Hanawalt, John Ryan, Sue Anderson.
Hall, especially after the enforce
Photographers'. Ed Hershberger, John Scerba. Cartoonist: Stan Good.
Proofreader: Sue Gotshall
.
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The 1966 wrestling season came to a close last weekend with

.
i.
nCollege
n. . . championships
Division
at Mankato State College

William Wordsworth once said "Up! up! my Friend, and quit
our doors, concluded with "tnough of Science and of
Art; Close
up those barren leaves," and showed himself to be a man after
my
own heart. Spring has sprung, the red robin has come
mng, and everybody is keyed to death to follow Bill's
cut out for Florida, Bermuda, Southern California, Ashtabula,
or
wherever it is that you go to seek the good times. Anvwav tM ;
the last issue of the VOICE before spring vacation, and
my last issue
as sports editor ot this glorious publication. But before I
turn over
tne reins to the able hands of Frank "Joshua" Stroup, I would like
10 leave a tew parting thoughts.
bob-bob-bo-

that Wooster teams are somehow naturally inferior to other OAC
teams. When Wooster wins, the usual comment is: "Well, how
about that? They must have gotten lucky." When the Scots lose,
it is received with a shrug of the shoulders
and. "Oh well, what
do you expect from Wooster?" I am talking more about the so- caned minor sports now, but the same type of statement can
?sometimes be heard about the football and basketball
teams.
is

152-poun-

d

v

Cotterman made it to the quar
ter finals at 177 amone a field
of over 25 entrants. The senior
from Mentor Rained a bve in the
hrst round and then defeated
Ernest Gritsby of Portland State,
bntsby was the Oregon state
champ, but Cotterman got the first
takedown and never trailed m the
match.
b--

The Hutch

o.

Wooster Takes Ninth
At OAC Track Finals

Of course another factor which usually goes hand in hand
with adequateness of a school's facilities is the amount of money
that a school's athletic department has to spend on equipment,
scholarships, etc. In this field Wooster is just no match at all for
several of the OAC schools. Not that the Wooster athletic department is starving its athletes into submission or anything. It's
natural that Wooster, as a smaller school, would have a slightly
smaller budget than a large metropolitan university or any of
the larger schools in the OAC. But the thing is, we are in the
same conference with those schools, and beat them as often
as not.
Why? I think one main factor is the Wooster coaching staff,
which is one of the hardest working and most dedicated groups of
coaches around. Coaching is more than just directing the
team in
practice and during the games. It involves long hours during the
season of poring over scouting reports, devising strategy, and busting
your eyeballs in late night sessions of watching films again, and again,
and again
One example of the
work the coaches
the
Tuesday
before the Scots were to play Earlham, Coach
ir0- -0
Van Wie made the long, long trip to Richmond, Ind.. "cased the
joint, so to speak, and made the long trek home in time for his
classes tne next day. During the oil season the coach's work continues.
He must step up his recruitinsr activities:
COO CAM OMrl
begin to plan ahead for the coming season, etc. A coach is kind of
iiKe a nousewne, i guess, in that his work is never done. Anvwav.
uiu wuusut coacning stair deserves more credit than they get.
MORE PARTING THOUGHTS: As the Scot football players
nave uwn miormcd mat mere will be no smoking (not to mention
other things) even during the
everybody keep your eyes
peeled. If you're lucky you might catch one of the sly rascals sneaking a ciggie in the Shack, section, etc. If you do happen to catch one
&muiung not to mention omer tningsj, immediately inform me. Football players: I misht inform vou that T- -haw Iwn Innwn t
tj
'
j
imu ff IV IU.IYI CI
bribe . . . Everybody watch out for the Pittsburgh Pirates. This will
,
.
1
.
.
11
. .
l.
44""
!! isf
ou.
uk uK'ir year 10 uo nice
i m ordering my world series tickets
at Forbes Field already . . . The Cleveland Indian front office is
telling us that they are real pennant contenders this year (I seem to
have heard that storv before but this time tbev
course they'll be in first place during June, and who knows, they
mignt even
nnisn
in the hrst division . . . Watch out for the Scot
.
.
tennis team mis spring, mi
this couldi be the year of years for Coach
Van Wie's netmcn to break into the top two in the conference.

...

extra-curricul-
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Starts Action,
Predicts Good Year
WLC

total of 22 points and cantured
ninth place among the 15 entries
as the Uhio Conference indoor
track season ended.

Sophomore Dan Sabo turned in
a 52.1 second time in the 440
The Wooster Lacrosse Club event that was good enough
to
has swung into action for
give him second place and the
second season. I h e Uuh. highest individual finish for the
started by Cliff Romig and Scots. Ken Norris, also a sophoJohn Middaugh in the spring of more, entered two events and did
lyob, presently is beine run bv well in both. By clearing the bar
fete Kobinson. John at 0 1 , he took hfth place in the

co-chairm-

2--

LEAGUE

ALL STARS

First Team:

Bowden, First
Key, Second
Durbin, Sixth A
Curtis, Sixth AA
Larson, Sixth AA
Second Team:
Williamson, Seventh
B. Miller, Sixth AA
, Carr, Fifth
Ramseyer, Sixth AA
Young, Second

3.

Sixth AA

13-- 1

Second

12-- 2
9-- 5

Seventh

8-- 6

Fifth
Third AA
First
Third

Middaugh and Jeff Mclntyre. The high jump competition and ran the
dash in 6 seconds flat to
Lrossemen have a roster of 29
place
fourth
in that event.
players and have planned a five
game schedule for this spring.
Sabo and Norris teamed with
On March 6 of this vear the freshmen Pat Dewey and Huffh
. i
Ruffing for the mile relav event.
club represented itself at the. Mid
west Lacrosse Association meeting The four Scots ran a 3:30.8 time
.
.
o
.
. .
n
at Uhio btate. where the chairmen to take second place behind the
planned their games and received Mt. Union team. Grouped at the
much information on how to keep top of the team standings for the
new club eoms:. The Lacrosse meet were Mt. Union, which shows
Club's schedule includes three all indications of being the Ohio
away games, two home games, and Conference track power again this
and Ak
one intrasauad scrimmaere. The season, Baldwin-Wallacfinishing
ron,
in
that
order.
The
schedule is as follows:
other IZ teams were far below
April 9, Souad Scrimmage. 2:00 these three in points scored.
p.m. Home
With spring hopefully here a
April 16, Defiance College, 2:00 ast, the team moves outdoors for
p.m., Away
good to get in shape for their firs
April 22, Kenyon College, 3:30 regular season meet on Aoril 16
55-yar-

d

6-- 8
6-- 8
1--

13

1--

13

m

....

SECTION

POINT STANDINGS
FOR 1965-6- 6
TROPHY

Seventh

3--

14-1-- 1

FINAL A LEAGUE STANDINGS

Sixth A

man for nearly the whole period
as he built up his riding time. The
Scot entrant gained an escape at
the end of the period for a deceiving 1 lead.
Cerra escaped early in the third
period and made the score 4-- 3 his
favor including his two points
worth of riding time. Cotts had to
gamble for a takedown and in his
effort was taken down himself near
the end of the match for the final
6-- 3
margin in favor of Cerra.
Cerra was eliminated Saturday afternoon in the semi-final- s
by the
eventual champ, Don Parker of
State College of Iowa, so Cotts
did not get a chance to wrestle in
the consolation bracket.
Black lost his first match bv a
score of 11-- to Larry Messerly of
state Lollege of Iowa and saw no
further action.
Cotterman ended his season with
a
mark and his college
wrestling career with a trreah 4fl-3 record. Black, who will lead the
returnees on next vear's smiad
posted an overall 12-- 4 mark fnr
the season.
California Polv Tech was tli
team champ of the NCAA meet
with Wilkes College of Pennsylvania second. Site of next vpat's
match will be much more favorable for Wooster as it will be
either at Hiram ColW
Wi'TL-College, or one other Pennsylvania
school.
BASEBALL, GOLF TEAMS
OPEN SEASONS APRIL 14

10 points
9 points
4 points
3 points

Sixth

Second
Fifth
Third

1

Spring sports action begins
the afternoon of April 14,
when the Scot baseball team
hosts
(weather permitting) and the golf team opens
the season at

point

B-- W

B--

Reservations?

e,

at Denison.

p.m., Away

May 6, Oberlin
3:30 p.m. Home

IS
CALL US AT

Daily 10:30 a.m. -- 9 p.m.
Sundays 1 1:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.

FLAIR TRAVEL
E.

Bowman

BANQUETS

0

St.

1

Away

The

Wooster Lacrosse
Club
moves into the season with a vision
and hope of a favorable record
and good school support.

iri

students:
unwind at Sheraton
during spring
and summer
vacation
and save money . . .
Keyed-u-p

41j

ftp
s

Friday Schedule
T. Jones 7:15; Irma 9:30

w
mm mm

"SINCE 1925"

mm 4
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Phone

263-478-
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1

1

1

mail

i
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V

or

(Off Liberty St.)
Rear, 145
E. Liberty

See Our Campus Representative

WOOSTER
Helen Jeffrey

Owner and Operator
wniiu'itiHWur

MUMUDMuimiitiuMit

Continuous Service from
7:30 a.m. til 10 p.m. (except Wed.)
For Reservation!

Phone 262-78for Reservations

JANICE SAYER

r

132 S. Buckeye St.
WOOSTER, OHIO

264-404- 0
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UNIQUE COOKERY

1

It's all been a big hose.

SATURDAY

I ARE IN BUSINESS TOGETHERI

r

.

and

FRIDAY

i

1

1:00 p.m.,

1

M.M.

May 14, Denison,

PRIVATE PARTIES
FAMILY MEALS

FISH FRY FRIDAY EVE.
5 p.m. -- 9 p.m.
99c
All You Can Eatl

Wooster, Ohio

(Color Day),

NOW OPEN

Catering to

346

April 29, Ohio State, 4:00 p.m.,

Home

W.

STARK'S
RESTAURANT

n,

m.

a a
Mr
win

3

en

1

off-seaso-

I

The victory put him in the
quarterfinals Friday evening.
There he faced the New England
states champ, Joe Cerra of Snrin?.
field College. Cotts got a takedown
in the first period, but Cerra managed a quick escape to make the
score 1 at the end of the first
period. Cerra won the flip of the
coin and chose the up position for
the second period. The Springfield
grappier was able to ride Cotter- -

INTRAMURAL

by Josh Stroup

1

,

LUC

.

Denison University had a field house full of track men
last Saturday as it played host to the Ohio Conference Indoor
The thing is, it just isn't true. 1 won't bring up the old
saw
1 rack Championships.
auoui me niener academic standards at wCf0r" Tf uo k
Wooster sent four men Dan Sabo,
worked to death, and I m still unconvinced that good athletes are Ken
Norris, Pat Dewey and Hugh Ruffing who scored
oy nature poor students. However, one factor that you must consider

uciuic passing a judgment on wooster athletes is that Scot teams are
consistently average or better, yet have what are among the poorest
facilities in the OAC. (The
. .
,
v.avy"uu lJ LUW 1 LUC,
tor it is consistently poor. But there are other "factors
involved in this
Miuiuuii uesiaes poor taciiitiesj. lake, tor example, the track team
Somehow they brave the effects of- shi
,
VtACiCJlllVsOO it
11 Will gU"
ing around in circles so often on the gym balcony) and manage to
get in shape for the indoor season. Not only do they get in shape, but
they are always one of the finest teams in the conference (much
better
than several schools that have indoor tracks). All in all, considering
,uc "UU1UI ,m mu?l worK unt,er lne periormance of Wooster's
.
teams is amazing

lw

in Mankoto, Minnesota by two
bcot wrestlers. Senior captain Phil Cotterman was entered
at 177 and freshman Don Black
participated in the
class.

b-

During my almost three years at this college I have listened
to a lot of talk about Wooster's athletic program. One strange
Teenng that seems to hold sway over the minds of manv students

UT

oooooeooeoeooo
SATURDAY

e
SCHEDULE
o o

Jones 1:15, 5:50, 10:30

6

Irma 3:25, 8:00

Success to the New

Student Government Leaders

4

inis free ID Card entitles you to
generous room discounts at most
Sheratons. (Teachers can enjoy the
same discounts.) Ask for your free 0
CardfromtheSheratonrepon campus.

in

all

1

Their Endeavors!

M-A-A-W-T-H-H-A

FUIR

TRAVEL

Phont

CONSULTANTS
263-78- 01

D-A-A-Y-V-l-S

of DABCOCK
WE APPRECIATE YOAH BUSINESS

(Small Pizza, Double Cheese

FROM

Delivery)

)

Sheraton Hotels

MotorInns()

BOB

and

THE APPOLLOS

Friday and Saturday 8:45 p.m.- - 12:45 a.m.
(You

No Pay

75c per person

You No Get In

So Solly
Chinese Over 21, 25c)

Wsfli? ILtsumlfl)?

,
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Hermitage Ends,
Tom Clarke Is
Ready For Woo
a

Friday, March

s Release
If
i

J
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-
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--

two-pa- rt

series on his year in the Maryland woods in the Feb. 19
VOICE. Due to space limitations,
the newspaper was unable to
print Clarke's concluding remarks until this issue. Readers
will remember that when we
last left him, Tom was hauling
large tree trunks to build a log

A

i:-

-

cabin.

1

After a most uncomfortable fight
TOM CLARKE RESTS ATOP the start of his Lincoln-styl- e
log
with snow, freezing rain, and dein
cabin
Maryland
the
woods.
pression, I completed the object of
my edifice complex. The weather
began to improve, and for three
SAGA
months 1 enjoyed the true freedom
I was looking for. Many of the
by Susan Stranahan
warm spring days were "wasted"
Freshmen splattered the dining
The Keny on Collegian
in aimless wandering through a
hall
milk, cold cuts, broken
clover field, floating down a slow headlined
their lead story of chinawith
and other remnants of a
broad river on a log, dozing in the
sun with Shakespeare or Ian Flem- Feb. 11, "Wet Blanket Tossed Sunday evening dinner (nicking.
on Turf-in,- "
describing a foul-u- p named "The Food of the Week in
Review") causing an estimated
My hands had become hard, my
in plans for the final event of
$200
damage.
beard luxuriant, and my mind
school's winter weekend.
the
completely peaceful. What's more I
was totally resigned to coming
Original plans called for the
A freshman at Marietta College
back to school; I was even anxious showing of horror movies follow
has been denied use of a school
to take up the challenge again of ing the conclusion of a dance at
dining room because he wears a
becoming an active member of the 2 a.m. Sundav morning. The Drob- moustache a "mangy, handle-ba- r
real world after a brief and beau- lem arose when the Campus Sen
moustache."
tiful fantasy.
ate instructed the Dean to require
This has created a flurry of conA rather unpleasant shock of the use of seats "such as are
troversy
around the campus due
reality jolted me not long after ordinarily provided in a regular
my return. One fine summer morn- movie showing instead of every- to some research publicized by
ing I received a letter from your one bringing a blanket as was several students. It seems that if
college policy refuses to let those
Uncle and mine, requesting my planned.
sporting moustaches into dining
presence at Local Selective Service
Board number 52; but their reach
Fearing that the name of Ken- - halls, then three members of the
extended their grasp and when the yon would be cheapened b y present faculty and six past col
time had come, I was
the vast expanse of blankets, pro lege presidents would have to go
once more. It was a near miss. posals were made to make a hungry, or at least find sustenPeople continually ask me what token showing of chairs" along ance at another eatery.
I gained from it all. In very simple with the blankets.
terms, I can answer that where I
A week-lon- g
marathon in an ice
was once miserable, I am now
house was completed bv several
happy; I don't just accept the fact
Hamilton College ( C 1 i nt o n . students from Nova Scotia, reports
that I should be here; I honestly N.Y.)
recendy staged a food riot tne ualhousie Gazette, lhe action
understand whv I want to be here. protesting, believe
it or not. the was taken in protest of women
And on top of all the philosophy,
fare offered by Saga catering ser being denied visiting privileges in
I have the memory of a unique
vice.
men's dormitories.
and beautiful experience, of a
warm spring night, and whippoor-willand in the middle of the new
spring green, my tight, dry cabin.
Would I recommend it f o r
others? I don't think so, not for
DRY
Some
everyone.
people would just
not enjoy it. But I will say this:
10
I think everyone must have a Wal-de- n
Minutes
of some kind before their life
is over; you have to live before
you die. From The Brothers Kara-mazoTwo Blocks North of Campus
" . . . but what if I die
Beall Avenue
and there's nothing at all, and all
that will happen is that, as one
ECON-O-WAS- H
writer put it, 'a burdock will be
growing on my grave,' then, it's
Beall at Hartzler
Phone 264-18awful!"

Hamilton Students Riot Against

home-sweet-2-

S

Seniors
Thomas Robert Dvke. Elizabeth
Aukerman, Frances Beth Kerr,
Lynda Ann Erwin, Barbara D.
Austin, James W. Evans Jr.,
Thomas E. Nisoneer. Edward
Sohl, Virginia L. Keim, Elaine L.
fiorton,
Carol Ruth Hollev. James Wil
son Brown, Darwin D. Clupper,
Anne 5. roster. Faul Richard Ke.v.
Joan Frances Brown, Courtney A.
irwin, JNancy Helen Green, Mar-ci- a
Relph, Carolyn E. Tausch,
David Sanderson. E. Anna
Nancy Luken,
David Linton
Rhody, Linda L. Hager. Kenneth
D. Levin, Gail D. Fokens. KVnt
Reed, Dorothy Ellen Allen, Steven
Uirton, Maryanne Voigt,
Paul C. Browne. Karen A.
Kalayjian, Anne Kuehner, Carol
Llsin Locke, Barbara Brondyke,
Pamela A. Patterson,
Patricia
FinefrocVMary Beth Little, Martha G. Webb. Bruce E. Bi
David C. Twining
Richard Bly Elder, Leonard H.
'eifer, Barbara A. Hamje, Ward

Stemond. Judith Dee. RlnelEdward M. McCreiht.
Tnvre
Yochheim, Candace Dumlao,
beorge Bates Lyons, Carolyn Sue
-

Stull,

Phyllis Ruth Younsr. John Hal- sey Pierson, Daniel S. Mitchell,
Cathleen Ruth Hill. Kathrvn Ann
Sharp, Steven C. Pleune, Alice E.
Ulson, Feter Robert Young, James
Edward Poff, Yona K. Anku,
Sandra Weaver. Larrv FT. RaW
Sarah Jane Hudelson, Elizabeth
Lrowell, Robert Joe Bowden, Janice Tierney, Gerald Henry Meyer,
rvatnryn t. Kenney,
aue Ihomas, John Curtis Ruff,
anice May Saver. Esther E. Tnhn.
son, Barbara A. Hawkins, Cynthia
a. iMayior, reggy Ann Medina,
Ronald H. Neill. John F. Fnr.
strom, Margaret Michael,
Fhylhs I. Davis, Frank D. Guth- -

v,

ACCOUNTS

Lornelius Jr., Elaine Ruth Smith,
Dorothy L. Van Dyke. Laura Whit
man, Donald C. Haueisen, William
Eugene Piper, Lee F. DeCoster,
David Earl Kentv. John Wil
liam Kirk, Gordon A. Shaw Jr.,
Larry A. Hanawalt, John Stuart
Mann, Vicki Nola Pfoff. Susan A.
Hellegers, Gwendolyn Flory, Jane
mien tanner, Douglas C. Top- ng, Lynda J. Carpenter,
Carolyn Jean Dobay, PhiliD
Whitby Neal, F. Elliot Lobenstine,
Darlene F. Cutler, Glenn A. Her- rick, Marilyn J. Stains. Ann Louise
Abrams, Elaine P. Anderson.
Katherine F. Clark, Christina J.
Frey, Norman Sibley Hatt,
Stephen H. Lothes. Nancv Jane
Martin. Peter Guy Robinson, Walter B. Rogers, James Kurt Dew.
William Eugene Brown, William
James Mateer, Larry Keihn Grif-fis- ,
P. David Kovacs, Suzanne
Dawn West, Gregory J. Guzewich,
Marjorie L. Guentzel,
Betsy
Unger, Carolyn G. Hole, Joyce A.
Bertolini, Kathryn Ann Weaver,
Sally Ann Winkler, William How-ar- d
Bay, Elizabeth C. Colton. Rich- ard Eric Hahn, Ruth Eliz Kulp,
Ronald William Wallace, Timothy
C. Weckesser.

Sophomores
Dohrman W. Byers, William C.
Cross, Richard A. Hyde, Thomas
G. Hammer, Kathleen Karen Gaee.
Margaret McCreight, Malcolm R.
Williams, James rorsyth Ward,
Richard J. Harris, Susan Elizabeth

Russell

Candies
"mSr

"

--

Closest to the Campus

hi? if nsa

Operation Rflateh
Compatability Research, Inc.
75 East Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois

Pauline Frederick, NBC
News' United Nations Correspondent, will be the guest of
honor at the Women's Affairs

News.
Among her assignments for NBC
have been the Korean. Suez. Hun

garian, Middle East. Laotian.

Con- -

go, Cuban and Cyprus crises be-

examination to test
competence in writing will be
given on Saturday, April 9,
beginning at 8:30 a.m., and
the examinations to test competence in speech will be

262-89- 41

given on April 6, 7 and 8
(a.m. only). Students who
wish to take either or both
examinations are asked to
register in the Registrar's Ofning March 21.

Young Moderns Shop at

General Dag Hammarskjold. Ear
ner coverage by Miss rrederick
included the Nuremberg war trials
and national political conventions
and elections, having been the
chief reporter for both the Repub
lican and Democratic conventions
in lybo. ahe has alsn wnttpn fnr
the North American NewsDaDer
Alliance while coverine: stories in
Europe, India and China.

Freedlander's

CUAAOCT

YOUR COSMETIC CENTER
NEW

NEW

Revlon's
Sunny Side Up

CLAIROL

For
Both

Men

Friday and Saturday
COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

IIORST DUCIIOLZ

COSMETICS

$2.00
'

Zip Code

by Jam's Teal

fice during the week begin-

School

Stat

Is WAD Lecturer

The

Prescription Center

out blind dates. So mail me my questionnaire. Quick!

Gty

Pauline Frederick

COMPETENCE EXAMS

dholsursf53)

1ST

Lawrence McCormick. Carol
Ann Adams, Stephen Lewis Oesch,
David Owen Wise, James W. Strat-ton- ,
Marilyn Jane Meese, Margaret
Joan Getaz, Richard E. Vodra.
Jonathan B. Thomas, Karen Ruth
Hogue, Daniel R. Crawford.

ing the death of U.N. Secretary- -

..oWl-108Wtt.?'tS- v

Dear IBM 7090,
I am 17 or over (and 27 or under) and I want to help stamp

Scott,

sides the troubled months follow-

Phone

matches best for you.
YouTl receive your names, addresses and telephone numbers
thin three weeks. You'll be what your date is looking for. Your
date will be what you are looking for. In other words: the matches
will be mutuaL

Tyack, Margaret E. Stryker, Robert C. Flanigan, Elizabeth Ann
Montgomery, Sarah I. Sealock,
Nancy Louise Guild, Ann Elizabeth Berry, Ann Ellen Bieelow.
Ronald L. Polderman, Frances Day
wardlaw.
Freshmen
Marcia Ann Bundy, Robert Lee
Rainey, Virginia E. Coates. Linda
D. Blewitt,
Georee F. Corliss.
Stephen Buchwalter, Robert Lee
Mateer, William A. Spratley, Robert Thomas Long, Stephen E.

n

"In the Heart of the Medical Area1

Join in the most adventurous experiment of our time. Operation Match. Let the IBM 7090 Computer (the world's most perfect
matchmaker) stamp out blind dates for you.
Two Harvard juniors started it. 100,000 students have done it.
Now you and 3,400,000 college students in 1500 colleges in 50
cities can sign up and join in!
Just send us the coupon. We'll send you the Operation Match
Quantitative Personality Projection Test pronto!
Then return the questionnaire with $3.00. What you're like
and what you like will be translated into our 7090's memory file.
It will scan the qualifications of every member of the opposite sex
from this geographic area. Then it will select the five or more

n,

Kil-loug- h,

Stover

91

n

Rae May, Parry Bee Parkinson,
Richard Allen Amos, Margaret B.
Wanty, Robert B. Hicks, Jane
Elizabeth Edick, Patricia Hough,
Karen M. Haus, David A. Bate-ma-

K. Charles Noell, George B.
Juniors
Emily Kay Albu. Susan Rae
Diane Elizabeth Willcox,
Bosworth, Barrett E. Cole, Wayne Michael A. Johnson, G. Gary

jqi

Revlon
Cosmetics
i

Wash 20c
Dry Clean up to 8 lbs. $2.00

CHARGE

i

CLEAN
Dry 10c

rie, J. Mike Zimmermann, Judith
Ellis, Diana J. Vandersall, Keith
Alan Baker, Kenneth C. Fischer,
Joyce A. McKnight, Karen Donne
Vitelli, Jon Walton Stoops, Charles
f . lhayer, Marianne MacQueen.

.-

Board recognition dinner Aoril 18
and will give a public lecture in
the chapel following the dinner.
Miss Frederick is the one reporter
in a Gallup Foil of the world s
"ten most admired women." She
was selected because of her "active,
Hole,
dedicated, and meaningful role at
Nancy Lee Huffman, Darlene
the heart of where men and womenare struggling to chart some
CARDS
COSMETICS
kind ot sane and peaceful course
for
our crisis-riddeworld." ac
CANDY
cording to the Buffalo Evenine

s,

COIN
LAUNDRY and

18, 1966

The high dean's list issued this week shnwprl 909 cfn
ages between 3.5 and 4.0. Leading the list were 91 seniors, followed by 55
juniors, 35
sophomores and 21 freshmen for the- Fall semester. Snrinf spmptpr
lact
7ftJ canC..
voir
o OCillVIO,
5 4V . .
JI.UI,
juniors, 47 sophomores and 25 freshmen made the list.

by Tom Clarke
Tom Clarke began
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Lipstick

Shampoo

Nail Enamel

Hair
Lightner

Moisture

Features 7:15 and 9:25
Sunday and Monday

Makeup
Try

mm

Us

You'll

and

Like

Women

Us

Paul Ford

&

Connie Stevens in

"NEVER TOO LATE"
Broadway'
Bouncingtit Bundle of Joy
on tho Screen in Technicolor
SUN.

2:25, 4:40, 7:00 ft 9:20
7:15 ft 9:25

MONDAY

Next Friday and Saturday
"HEROES OF TELEMARK"

